The movie that follows Rocket Singh from a struggling techie in London to the entrepreneurship king of the East Coast. His
obsession with sales leads him to create a billion dollar company, but when he runs into trouble at his startup, it's up to him and
his golden touch salesmanship skills to save the day, all while keeping his heart in tact! Watch this film online now on
watch4hdmovies.com Rocket Singh is an entertaining commercial comedy, starring Akshay Kumar and for once not involving
anything overly serious. But what makes this film so enjoyable? Well, one word: Salesman! Everyone loves a good salesman.
And the best thing is that it’s not just a gimmick here. Akshay Kumar manages to sell his performance with his charm, energy
and charisma. He stays true to his persona of an Indian salesman, so much so that the only difference is the accent. The film is
entertaining and enjoyable even if you try to ignore all the cultural references and cultural stereotypes, though at times they are
funny too. The film definitely doesn’t fall into the trap of being stereotyped into any one type of Indian or any single continent
country stereotype. It has its fun moments, most notably when it shows how incredibly wealthy Rocket Singh has become after
leaving London for Mumbai. The songs are good, the performances are good, the music is good. It’s a pretty formulaic story line
but given how entertaining it actually is, that actually translates into being not so formulaic after all. The film also had some
really touching moments that kind of had me in tears. Thankfully these were few and far between. And it is these few touching
moments that really move the film from being just another Bollywood comedy to becoming something more than just your
average comedy. And honestly, who doesn’t love a good ol' movie with some heartfelt moments?
The movie was released on DVD on 3 December 2011 in 2-D format as well as for home theatre systems. Written by Saba
Akhtar, the soundtrack of the film got released on 4 August 2011 by Sony Music. It contains 5 songs composed by Anu Malik,
with lyrics penned by Kumaar, Umar Arshi and Shabbir Ahmed. The soundtrack received positive reviews from music critics.
Official remake rights was purchased by Reliance Entertainment for making a Hollywood version of this movie starring SRK's
nephew AbRam Khan in lead role.
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